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Body:

This is a useful and helpful report.  In the documents that you have reviewed, have you seen any references to 

any other categories of documents that we should be pursuing?Please keep working on this and let me know 

how it is going.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	Bob Skwirot/ARRB, Irene Marr/ARRB, Christopher Barger/ARRB 

From:	Manuel Legaspi/ARRB   Date:	04/17/97 05:52:07 PMSubject:	Interim report/Cuban exile group 

folders/Microfilm reelsFYI: I have completed roughly 90% of my survey of the Cuban exile group folders, which 

are part of the CIA's JFK microfilm reels.  This note is intended to inform you of my progress so far and to 

indicate what I plan on doing as I complete my work and start my final report.  Because I am nearing the end 

of my survey, I spoke to Barry Harrleson and asked him what would be the best method for obtaining the 

records that my survey (at least, up until this point) has indicated are missing from the current files.  His 

reponse was:1) That he would detail one of the HRG reviewers to work with me on checking all of the JFK files 

to see if any of the missing papers are "hidden" somewhere else in the JFK collection.  2) If the relevant files 

are still missing, ARRB could then write a request to the CIA for those records.  In turn, HRG would task the 

relevant focal points to perform document searches.  Currently, the most important documents that seem to 

be "missing" are 1) cable traffic for the months of October, November and December of 1963 for certain exile 

groups (which ones will be indicated on the final report)2) Monthly Operational Reports for the DRE 

(AMSPELL) for parts of 1962, 1964 and all of 1963.Note: I should not that my survey does not include the 

massive holdings of files listed under the CRC (Cuban Revolutionary Council) project.  I plan on reviewing these 

papers at a later date, and with a slightly different focus.   
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